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Multi-Objective Optimization in Chemical Engineering Mar 16 2021 For reasons both financial and environmental,
there is a perpetual need to optimize the design and operating conditions of industrial process systems in order to
improve their performance, energy efficiency, profitability, safety and reliability. However, with most chemical
engineering application problems having many variables with complex inter-relationships, meeting these
optimization objectives can be challenging. This is where Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) is useful to find the
optimal trade-offs among two or more conflicting objectives. This book provides an overview of the recent
developments and applications of MOO for modeling, design and operation of chemical, petrochemical,
pharmaceutical, energy and related processes. It then covers important theoretical and computational developments
as well as specific applications such as metabolic reaction networks, chromatographic systems, CO2 emissions
targeting for petroleum refining units, ecodesign of chemical processes, ethanol purification and cumene process
design. Multi-Objective Optimization in Chemical Engineering: Developments and Applications is an invaluable
resource for researchers and graduate students in chemical engineering as well as industrial practitioners and
engineers involved in process design, modeling and optimization.
AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide with Online Labs Sep 02 2022 Virtual, hands-on learning labs
allow you to apply your technical skills in realistic environments. So Sybex has bundled AWS labs from
XtremeLabs with our popular AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide to give you the same experience
working in these labs as you prepare for the Certified Solutions Architect Exam that you would face in a real-life
application. These labs in addition to the book are a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work as an
AWS Solutions Architect. The AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide: Associate (SAA-C01) Exam is your
complete and fully updated resource to the AWS Solutions Architect - Associate certification. This invaluable Sybex
study guide covers all relevant aspects of the AWS Solutions Architect job role, including mapping multi-tier
architectures to AWS services, loose coupling and stateless systems, applying AWS security features, deploying and
managing services, designing large scale distributed systems, and many more. Written by two AWS subject-matter
experts, this self-study guide and reference provides all the tools and information necessary to master the exam, earn
your certification, and gain insights into the job of an AWS Solutions Architect. Efficient and logical presentation of
exam objectives allows for flexible study of topics, and powerful learning tools increase comprehension and
retention of key exam elements. Practice questions, chapter reviews, and detailed examination of essential concepts
fully prepare you for the AWS Solutions Architect – Associate certification. The certification is highly valued in IT

and cloud computing professionals. Now in a new edition—reflecting the latest changes, additions, and updates to
the AWS Solutions Architect – Associate certification exam guide—this book is your complete, one-stop resource:
Learn all the components of the AWS exam and know what to expect on exam day Review challenging exam topics
and focus on the areas that need improvement Expand your AWS skillset and keep pace with current cloud
computing technologies Readers will also have one year of free access to the Sybex interactive online learning
environment and test bank, providing a suite of robust study tools including an assessment test, chapter tests, bonus
practice exam, electronic flashcards, and a glossary of key terms. The AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study
Guide: Associate (SAA-C01) Exam enables you to validate your skills, increase your competitive advantage, and
take the next step on your career path. Comprehensive and up-to-date content and superior study tools make this
guide a must-have resource for those seeking AWS Solutions Architect – Associate certification. And with this
edition you also get XtremeLabs virtual labs that run from your browser. The registration code is included with the
book and gives you 6 months unlimited access to XtremeLabs AWS Certified Solutions Architect Labs with 10
unique lab modules based on the book.
The Essential Online Solution Jul 28 2019 With big-box stores dominating today’s business landscape, small
business owners are facing serious challenges. But there is a way to level the playing field and win—and The
Essential Online Solution will show you how. Written by industry experts, this book outlines a five-step formula that
will allow you to harness the power of the online world and improve your company’s bottom line.
ONLINE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS Nov 04 2022 In the first Russian textbook on electronic payments Dmitry
Artimovich summarized his ten-year experience in the field. Online Payment Solutions uncovers the nuances of
acquiring and analyzes in detail the rules of Visa and MasterCard payment systems. This book is conceived as a
tutorial for people professionally working in the field of Internet acquiring, experts in online trade, as well as for the
general public interested in the topic of electronic payments. The textbook focuses on the the emergence of
international payment systems and the reasons that put them on that particular path of development. Each chapter is
supplemented with questions for self-control, allowing the reader to use it as a textbook. In addition, the author
attempts to reveal the weaknesses and peculiarities of the development of payment card payment systems in Eastern
Europe, as well as the imperfections of the Russian and European legislation. The book contains an extensive
comparison of the implementation of payment system rules in different countries.
Approximation and Online Algorithms Oct 30 2019 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postproceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms, WAOA 2006, held in
Zurich, Switzerland in September 2006 as part of the ALGO 2006 conference event. The 26 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 62 submissions.
Utilizing Open Source Tools for Online Teaching and Learning: Applying Linux Technologies Nov 23 2021 "This
book covers strategies on using and evaluating open source products for online teaching and learning systems"-Provided by publisher.
Trust Management IX Feb 12 2021 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th IFIP WG 11.11
International Conference on Trust Management, IFIPTM 2015, held in Hamburg, Germany, in May 2015. The 10
revised full papers and 5 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 28 submissions. In
addition, the book contains one invited paper and 5 papers from a special session on trusted cloud ecosystems. The
papers cover a wide range of topics including trust and reputation and models thereof, the relationship between trust
and security, socio-technical aspects of trust, reputation and privacy, trust in the cloud and behavioural models of
trust.
Cryptographic Solutions for Secure Online Banking and Commerce Jun 30 2022 Technological advancements have
led to many beneficial developments in the electronic world, especially in relation to online commerce.
Unfortunately, these advancements have also created a prime hunting ground for hackers to obtain financially
sensitive information and deterring these breaches in security has been difficult. Cryptographic Solutions for Secure
Online Banking and Commerce discusses the challenges of providing security for online applications and
transactions. Highlighting research on digital signatures, public key infrastructure, encryption algorithms, and digital
certificates, as well as other e-commerce protocols, this book is an essential reference source for financial planners,
academicians, researchers, advanced-level students, government officials, managers, and technology developers.
Engineering Solutions for CO2 Conversion Feb 24 2022 A comprehensive guide that offers a review of the current
technologies that tackle CO2 emissions The race to reduce CO2 emissions continues to be an urgent global
challenge. "Engineering Solutions for CO2 Conversion" offers a thorough guide to the most current technologies
designed to mitigate CO2 emissions ranging from CO2 capture to CO2 utilization approaches. With contributions
from an international panel representing a wide range of expertise, this book contains a multidisciplinary toolkit that
covers the myriad aspects of CO2 conversion strategies. Comprehensive in scope, it explores the chemical, physical,
engineering and economical facets of CO2 conversion. "Engineering Solutions for CO2 Conversion" explores a
broad range of topics including linking CFD and process simulations, membranes technologies for efficient CO2
capture-conversion, biogas sweetening technologies, plasma-assisted conversion of CO2, and much more. This

important resource: * Addresses a pressing concern of global environmental damage, caused by the greenhouse
gases emissions from fossil fuels * Contains a review of the most current developments on the various aspects of
CO2 capture and utilization strategies * Incldues information on chemical, physical, engineering and economical
facets of CO2 capture and utilization * Offers in-depth insight into materials design, processing characterization, and
computer modeling with respect to CO2 capture and conversion Written for catalytic chemists, electrochemists,
process engineers, chemical engineers, chemists in industry, photochemists, environmental chemists, theoretical
chemists, environmental officers, "Engineering Solutions for CO2 Conversion" provides the most current and expert
information on the many aspects and challenges of CO2 conversion.
Transform Your Business With Strategic Online Marketing Apr 16 2021 Small Business Owners need to have the
key intellectual tools, processes, and resources on top of good old-fashioned grit and drive. There are a few things
businesses often have hanging over them from past marketing efforts that can penalize them according to current
standards online. The search engines are very specific about what they like and don't like when it comes to directory
listings and websites. Failure to comply with the current standards can have a dramatic negative impact on how often
a business is shown in local searches. Google, Yahoo, Apple & Bing are the places to start. Adding a SMARTsite
and locking it to the listings gives you a fully compliant presence with the search engines. Now it's time to look
beyond the search engines to get more traffic and exposure.There are hundreds of alternate directories for every type
of business that maintain listings. Xurli was built on the idea that the tools for success should be made available to
anyone willing to invest in themselves. Google, Bing, & Yahoo each have their own internal list of local businesses,
kind of like their own Yellow Pages. When you search on one of these search engines for a local business, part of
the search is in their own list. To secure proper placement on these lists (and on the search engines' maps) you must
claim and verify your business with each search engine and build out your listing to their specifications according to
your type of business. Xurli handles the claiming, verification, building, and optimization of these listings for every
type of local business. Xurli is on the phone daily with Google, Bing and Yahoo and currently has done over 12,000
such listings with over 70% success at achieving first page placement WITHOUT any SEO (Search Engine
Optimization) required. Xurli designs & develops SMARTsites that comply, in every way, with the standards of all
three search engines, and are continually updated, as new devices (iphones, androids, tablets, etc.) hit the market.
SMARTsites are also built in such a way that "locks" them to the business's Google, Apple, Bing and Yahoo listings
which helps improve the listing placement and prevents site or listing forgeries. Examples of shortcomings that can
hurt a business's exposure are: 1) having a non-responsive (e.g., mobile and tablet friendly) website linked to the
listing; 2) using cheap "mobile site generators" to reshuffle the site's content into a separate mobile-version; 3)
letting the phone company generate the website and use tracking phone numbers to track leads; 4) having improper
formatting of key elements in the website; 5) having inconsistencies between the website and the directory listing; 6)
having too many keywords on the listing; 7) having too few keywords or poor keyword relevance on the listing; and
8) having redundant listings or websites that many businesses don't even know are out there. These are just a few of
the dozens of things that limit many businesses' potential online exposure. Xurli's system for creating responsive
SMARTsites is the most advanced system on the web of its kind. Xurli owns its own Content Management System
called HubFix, which was the first system of its kind designed exclusively to generate responsive websites that
comply in every way with search engine standards. Allowing your website to be constructed with sub-par or
obsolete technology is a major cause of websites that malfunction on any of the hundreds of web-enabled devices
(e.g., iPhones, iPads, smartphones, tablets, etc.). This, in turn, reduces market exposure for your website and your
search engine listing. Many other marketing companies actually use Xurli to create their customers' websites for just
this reason. Xurli currently supports over 2500 local business SMARTsites with over 85% success at achieving first
page placement for the associated business listings.In all such cases, we are YOUR advocate and work hard for you
to remedy any such issues!
Reality Macromedia Flash Communication Server MX Aug 28 2019 This is the only reality-based guide to give
readers a behind-the-scenes look at product development with Macromedia Flash Communication Server MX. The
book shows how to develop practical and usable Macromedia Flash Communication applications.
AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide with Online Labs Mar 28 2022 Virtual, hands-on learning labs
allow you to apply your technical skills in realistic environments. So Sybex has bundled AWS labs from
XtremeLabs with our popular AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide to give you the same experience
working in these labs as you prepare for the Certified Solutions Architect Exam that you would face in a real-life
application. These labs in addition to the book are a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work as an
AWS Solutions Architect. This is your opportunity to take the next step in your career by expanding and validating
your skills on the AWS Cloud. AWS has been the frontrunner in cloud computing products and services, and the
UPDATED AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide, Third Edition, for the Associate SAA-C02 Exam will
get you fully prepared. This study guide covers exam concepts, and provides key review of exam topics, including:
Designing resilient architectures Designing high-performing architectures Designing secure applications and
architectures Designing cost-optimized architectures If you are looking to take the AWS Certified Solutions

Architect Associate exam, this guide is what you need for comprehensive content and robust study tools that will
help you gain the edge on exam day and throughout your career. Readers will have access to Sybex's superior online
interactive learning environment and test bank, including hundreds of test questions, practice exams, electronic
flashcards, and a glossary of key terms. And included with this version of the book, XtremeLabs virtual labs that run
from your browser. The registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months of unlimited access to
XtremeLabs AWS Certified Solutions Architect Labs with 12 unique lab modules based on the book. If you are
unable to register your lab PIN code, please contact Wiley customer support for a replacement PIN code.
Michael Allen's Online Learning Library: Successful e-Learning Interface Dec 01 2019 Michael Allen's eLearning Library Most e-learning that is produced for classroom training is created using instructional models that
were introduced more than thirty years ago. To update design solutions for today's online learners, Michael Allen's
e- Learning Library offers a review of the basics of instructional design and then lifts the lid on some common
misconceptions that arise from what people think they know about ISD. Michael Allen's e- Learning Library is
designed to help use time and resources effectively and to build the best e-learning experiences possible. Filled with
illustrative examples, the book is pragmatic and contains easy-to-apply solutions. Successful e-Learning Interface is
the third book in the Michael Allen's e-Learning Library series. Using this hands-on resource will maximize your
CEO impact—connect, empower, and orchestrate. You will understand how to connect with your learners, how to
empower learners to make the most of e-learning's capabilities, and how to orchestrate learning events. Praise for
Michael Allen's e-Learning Library "Once again Michael Allen has zeroed in on a critical, yet often overlooked,
aspect of e-learning development. This book sheds light on the importance of learner interface design, and offers
readers clear guidelines for designing interfaces that support the learner and increase impact. It will be a valuable
asset for any e-learning developer who is committed to producing truly world-class e-learning." —David Holcombe,
president and CEO, The eLearning Guild and publisher, Learning Solutions Magazine "With this easy-to-apply and
practical book, Michael Allen raises the bar on creating exceptional e-learning experiences." —Lance Dublin, CEO
and chief solution architect, Dublin Consulting "Michael Allen continues to be a strong voice in the e-learning
industry. The topics addressed in this book are especially timely, helping the creators of training appeal to a new
generation of learners while addressing the concerns of more mature learning audiences." —Jennifer Hofmann,
president, InSync Training and author, The Synchronous Trainer's Survival Guide and Tailored Learning: Designing
The Blend That Fits
Solutions Jan 26 2022 Student Book: Specific listening and word skills lessons, to help develop well-rounded,
confident communicators. Student Book: Additional resources, including exam skills trainer sections and extra
speaking practice help consolidate what students have covered in the lessons. Student Book: Exam skills trainer
sections prepare students for typical school-leaving/Cambridge tasks, and provide them with the language,
strategies, and exam skills they need to achievesuccess. Student Book: Culture Bank includes 9 ready-to-use culture
lessons linked to the topic and language of the main units, providing extra reading and listening practice. Online
Practice: A particular focus on more in-depth practice of grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, listening, and
speakingskills. Online Practice: Media-rich content (vox pops, vlogs, grammar animations) with interesting and
engaging topics and texts. Online Practice: Automatic marking with instant feedback, and progress tracked in the
gradebook to save time. Online Practice: Content aligned to the CEFR and the Solutions syllabus which
complements and extends the contents of the book.
Electrochemistry in Nonaqueous Solutions Dec 25 2021 An excellent resource for all graduate students and
researchers using electrochemical techniques. After introducing the reader to the fundamentals, the book focuses on
the latest developments in the techniques and applications in this field. This second edition contains new material on
environmentally-friendly solvents, such as room-temperature ionic liquids.
ARWA Jan 02 2020 Right from his formative years, Muni Kumar Kulshresth was distinctly fascinated by the
hypothetical-sounding existence of the Greek letter ? representing the constant ratio of circumference to diameter of
a circle. This query, so appealing to his curious mind from the start, was not taken care of adequately by his school
and college teachers, gradually preoccupying his mind with an urge to arrive at a clear and true-to-the-core
conception logically confirming the accuracy of circle measurements. But once he became sure of the skepticism
that overshadows and even to an extent swerves the ? concept into an unnecessary approximation, he seriously
resolved to enquire into the naturally existing ratios in the field of circle dimensions. He totally set aside the ‘queer’
methods and approaches hitherto put to use, and instead of conjecturing and coining these ratios, he rather attempted
to arrive at a basic ‘natural fraction’, keeping logic intact at each step of mathematical approach and analysis. In
particular, he took up detailed study in circle and square of equal area, mathematically confirming the various
entities in circle dimensions through thorough cross-checking on varied geometrical designs. These efforts
culminated in ‘ARWA’ (meaning neo or modern in Hindi)—a mathematical constant, besides many other constant
ratios given different Indian names. ARWA highlights an approach that can make worthy changes in the present
outlook on circle entities and their measurements. Muni Kumar has methods through which all problems on circles
can be solved without using the popular but approximate ? and with accuracy beyond approximation. The

manuscript of his work has been sent to the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India under the
scheme of National Award for Science and Technology Communication.
Red Book 2021 Dec 13 2020 The AAP's authoritative guide on preventing, recognizing, and treating more than 200
childhood infectious diseases. Developed by the AAP's Committee on Infectious Diseases as well as the expertise of
the CDC, the FDA, and hundreds of physician contributors.
Drilling Engineering Problems and Solutions Mar 04 2020 Petroleum and natural gas still remain the single biggest
resource for energy on earth. Even as alternative and renewable sources are developed, petroleum and natural gas
continue to be, by far, the most used and, if engineered properly, the most cost-effective and efficient, source of
energy on the planet. Drilling engineering is one of the most important links in the energy chain, being, after all, the
science of getting the resources out of the ground for processing. Without drilling engineering, there would be no
gasoline, jet fuel, and the myriad of other “have to have” products that people use all over the world every day.
Following up on their previous books, also available from Wiley-Scrivener, the authors, two of the most wellrespected, prolific, and progressive drilling engineers in the industry, offer this groundbreaking volume. They cover
the basics tenets of drilling engineering, the most common problems that the drilling engineer faces day to day, and
cutting-edge new technology and processes through their unique lens. Written to reflect the new, changing world
that we live in, this fascinating new volume offers a treasure of knowledge for the veteran engineer, new hire, or
student. This book is an excellent resource for petroleum engineering students, reservoir engineers, supervisors &
managers, researchers and environmental engineers for planning every aspect of rig operations in the most
sustainable, environmentally responsible manner, using the most up-to-date technological advancements in
equipment and processes.
Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming Feb 01 2020 This book constitutes the refereed conference
proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming, CP 2016,
held in Toulouse, France, in September 2016. The 63 revised regular papers presented together with 4 short papers
and the abstracts of 4 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 157 submissions. The scope of CP
2016 includes all aspects of computing with constraints, including theory, algorithms, environments, languages,
models, systems, and applications such as decision making, resource allocation, scheduling, configuration, and
planning. The papers are grouped into the following tracks: technical track; application track; computational
sustainability track; CP and biology track; music track; preference, social choice, and optimization track; testing and
verification track; and journal-first and sister conferences track.
AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide with Online Labs Oct 23 2021 Master Amazon Web Services
solution delivery and efficiently prepare for the AWS Certified SAA-C03 Exam with this all-in-one study guide,
Now with 10 online Lab Modules! The AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide with Online Labs: Associate
(SAA-C03) Exam, 4th Edition, prepares you for the challenging SAA-C03 Exam. This Study Guide with Online
Labs contains efficient and accurate study tools that will help you succeed on the exam. Coverage of 100% of all
exam objectives in this Study Guide with Online Labs means you’ll be ready for: Designing resilient AWS
architectures Creating high-performing solutions Crafting secure applications and architectures Designing
inexpensive and cost-optimized architectures Accessing the Associate Exam SAA-C03 Practice Lab modules An
essential resource for anyone trying to start a new career as an Amazon Web Services cloud solutions architect, the
AWS Certified Solutions Architect Study Guide with Online Labs: Associate (SAA-C03) Exam, 4th Edition, will
also prove invaluable to currently practicing AWS professionals looking to brush up on the fundamentals of their
work. ABOUT THE AWS SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT CERTIFICATION The AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate (SAA-C03) certification is intended for individuals who perform in a solutions architect role. The exam
validates a candidate’s ability to use AWS technologies to design solutions based on the AWS Well-Architected
Framework. XtremeLabs provides IT training environments for Fortune 500 companies and organizations of any
size. With a library of more than 900 IT hands-on labs, students and classes have experienced XtremeLabs in more
than 150 countries. Interactive learning environment Take your exam prep to the next level with Sybex’s superior
interactive online study tools. To access our learning environment, simply visit www.wiley.com/go/sybextestprep,
register your book to receive your unique PIN, and instantly gain one year of FREE access after activation to:
Interactive test bank with 900 practice test questions to help you identify areas where further review is needed. Get
more than 90% of the answers correct, and you’re ready to take the certification exam. 100 electronic flashcards to
reinforce learning and last-minute prep before the exam Comprehensive glossary in PDF format gives you instant
access to the key terms so you are fully prepared ABOUT THE XTREMELABS AWS ONLINE LABS So you can
practice with hands-on learning in a real environment, Sybex has bundled XtremeLabs AWS virtual labs that run
from your browser. The registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months of unlimited access to
XtremeLabs AWS Certified Solutions Architect Labs with 10 unique lab modules based on the book.
Approximation and Online Algorithms Aug 21 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postproceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms, WAOA 2011, held in
Saarbrücken, Germany, in September 2011. The 21 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 48

submissions. The volume also contains an extended abstract of the invited talk of Prof. Klaus Jansen. The Workshop
on Approximation and Online Algorithms focuses on the design and analysis of algorithms for online and
computationally hard problems. Both kinds of problems have a large number of applications in a wide variety of
fields. Topics of interest for WAOA 2011 were: algorithmic game theory, approximation classes, coloring and
partitioning, competitive analysis, computational finance, cuts and connectivity, geometric problems,
inapproximability results, mechanism design, network design, packing and covering, paradigms for design and
analysis of approximation and online algorithms, parameterized complexity, randomization techniques and
scheduling problems.
Starting an Online Business All-in-One For Dummies Jun 18 2021 The tools you need to follow your dream of
starting and running an online business! With the right knowledge and resources, you can take action to start the
online business you’ve been dreaming of. This comprehensive guide provides tips and tricks for turning your dream
into a reality. The sixth edition of Starting an Online Business: All-in-One For Dummieswill teach you the basics
and beyond. It will prepare you to set up your business website, offer your products in an online store, and keep
accurate books. The authors help you navigate the primary legal, accounting, and security challenges related to
running an online business. Fund your business for success and future growth Use SEO strategically to drive traffic
to a well-designed site Market your business effectively as an entrepreneur Stand out, build customer relationships,
and sell on social media Keep up with ecommerce trends to stay a step ahead With some guidance, you can find
your market niche, create a business plan, and decide on a revenue model. Then, it’s time to set up shop! Starting an
Online Business can help bring your dream of an online business to life and guide you on the road to success.
Connecting to Customers Sep 09 2020 Enterprises are increasingly becoming virtual corporations. They need to
empower their employees, integrate with business partners, and interact electronically with their customers. This
book describes the Microsoft solution for Internet business, which enables enterprises to connect with customers,
increase operational efficiencies, and compete more effectively in the global Internet economy. The book covers
what "Internet business" means, its business rationale, the Microsoft solution, and technical information a decisionmaker needs to know to consider implementing the Microsoft solution.
Online Storage Systems and Transportation Problems with Applications Jan 14 2021 This books covers the analysis
and development of online algorithms involving exact optimization and heuristic techniques, and their application to
solve two real life problems. The first problem is concerned with a complex technical system: a special carousel
based high-speed storage system - Rotastore. It is shown that this logistic problem leads to an NP-hard Batch
PreSorting problem which is not easy to solve optimally in offline situations. The author considered a polynomial
case and developed an exact algorithm for offline situations. Competitive analysis showed that the proposed online
algorithm is 3/2-competitive. Online algorithms with lookahead, improve the online solutions in particular cases. If
the capacity constraint on additional storage is neglected the problem has a totally unimodular polyhedron. The
second problem originates in the health sector and leads to a vehicle routing problem. Reasonable solutions for the
offline case covering a whole day with a few hundred orders are constructed with a heuristic approach, as well as by
simulated annealing. Optimal solutions for typical online instances are computed by an efficient column
enumeration approach leading to a set partitioning problem and a set of routing-scheduling subproblems. The latter
are solved exactly with a branch-and-bound method which prunes nodes if they are value-dominated by previous
found solutions or if they are infeasible with respect to the capacity or temporal constraints. The branch-and-bound
method developed is suitable to solve any kind of sequencing-scheduling problem involving accumulative objective
functions and constraints, which can be evaluated sequentially. The column enumeration approach the author has
developed to solve this hospital problem is of general nature and thus can be embedded into any decision-support
system involving assigning, sequencing and scheduling.
Cross-cultural Online Instruction Apr 04 2020 Although technology is brining people of the world in contact with
each other at an unprecedented rate (Friedman, 2005), hidden assumptions in cultural differences still serve to
challenge our ability to communicate effectively with each other - including with online instruction. Culture and
language mediate, often unconsciously, different conceptual frameworks and value systems that influence how we
learn, communicate, and design instruction. This book explores the experiences of 12 designers who have developed
online instruction in cross-cultural contexts of over 80 countries. This analysis helps answer the questions: - What
cultural differences matter? What assumptions about learning, teaching, and instructional design should be
questioned when working cross-culturally? What are some challenges to being culturally sensitive? How can some
of these challenges be overcome? This book is of value to anyone working via the Internet with those from other
cultures, and particularly for those who are designing teaching and learning experiences. It has been said that
understanding cultural issues is not only an important issue; it is arguably the important issue of our time (Fay,
2000).
Microsoft 365 and SharePoint Online Cookbook Jun 26 2019 With over 100 practical recipes that offer extensive
coverage of Microsoft Office 365, learn how to enhance collaboration, implement robotic process automation, and
develop business intelligence for your organization Key Features Gain a complete overview of popular Office 365

services using practical recipes and expert insights Collaborate with your team effectively using SharePoint Online
and MS Teams Purchase of the print or Kindle book includes a free eBook in the PDF format Book Description
Microsoft Office 365 provides tools for managing organizational tasks like content management, communication,
report creation, and business automation processes. With this book, you'll get to grips with popular apps from
Microsoft, enabling workspace collaboration and productivity using Microsoft SharePoint Online, Teams, and the
Power Platform. In addition to guiding you through the implementation of Microsoft 365 apps, this practical guide
helps you to learn from a Microsoft consultant's extensive experience of working with the Microsoft business suite.
This cookbook covers recipes for implementing SharePoint Online for various content management tasks. You'll
learn how to create sites for your organization and enhance collaboration across the business and then see how you
can boost productivity with apps such as Microsoft Teams, Power Platform, Planner, Delve, and M365 Groups.
You'll find out how to use the Power Platform to make the most of Power Apps, Power Automate, Power BI, and
Power Virtual Agents. Finally, the book focuses on the SharePoint framework, which helps you to build custom
Teams and SharePoint solutions. By the end of the book, you will be ready to use Microsoft 365 and SharePoint
Online to enhance business productivity using a broad set of tools. What you will learn Get to grips with a wide
range of apps and cloud services in Microsoft 365 Discover how to use SharePoint Online to create and manage
content Store and share documents using SharePoint Online Improve your search experience with Microsoft Search
Leverage the Power Platform to build business solutions with Power Automate, Power Apps, Power BI, and Power
Virtual Agents Enhance native capabilities in SharePoint and Teams using the SPFx framework Use Microsoft
Teams to collaborate with colleagues or external users Who this book is for This book is for business professionals,
IT administrators, enterprise developers and architects, and anyone who wants to get to grips with using MS 365 for
the effective implementation of Microsoft apps. Prior experience with Office 365 and SharePoint will assist with
understanding the recipes effortlessly, but is not required.
Modeling Information Diffusion in Online Social Networks with Partial Differential Equations May 18 2021
The book lies at the interface of mathematics, social media analysis, and data science. Its authors aim to introduce a
new dynamic modeling approach to the use of partial differential equations for describing information diffusion over
online social networks. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix for the underlying social network
are used to find communities (clusters) of online users. Once these clusters are embedded in a Euclidean space, the
mathematical models, which are reaction-diffusion equations, are developed based on intuitive social distances
between clusters within the Euclidean space. The models are validated with data from major social media such as
Twitter. In addition, mathematical analysis of these models is applied, revealing insights into information flow on
social media. Two applications with geocoded Twitter data are included in the book: one describing the social
movement in Twitter during the Egyptian revolution in 2011 and another predicting influenza prevalence. The new
approach advocates a paradigm shift for modeling information diffusion in online social networks and lays the
theoretical groundwork for many spatio-temporal modeling problems in the big-data era.
(Free Sample) Disha 120 JEE Main Mathematics Online (2022 - 2012) & Offline (2018 - 2002) Chapter-wise +
Topic-wise Previous Years Solved Papers 6th Edition | NCERT Chapterwise PYQ Question Bank with 100%
Detailed Solutions Sep 21 2021 The thoroughly revised and updated 6th Edition of Disha's Bestseller 120 JEE Main
Mathematics Online & Offline Chapter-wise & Topic-wise Previous Year Solved Papers provides the last 21 years
ONLINE (2012 - 2022) & OFFLINE (2002 - 2018) papers. • The book contains a total of 120 papers - 18 papers of
JEE Main/ AIEEE from the year 2002 - 2018 held OFFLINE including the AIEEE 2011 Rescheduled paper and 102
JEE Main papers held ONLINE from 2012-2022. • The book includes all the 23 papers held in 2022 - 13 of Session
I (including 1 paper held for system failure) & 12 papers of Session II. • The 120 papers are distributed into 28
Chapters exactly following the chapter sequence of the NCERT books of class 11 and 12. • The questions in each
Chapter are further divided into 2-4 topics. The Questions are immediately followed by their detailed solutions. •
The book constitutes of 3460+ MCQs & 590 Numeric Value Questions (NVQs) with Solutions.
Child Protection and Safeguarding Technologies Jul 08 2020 This book explores, through a children’s rights-based
perspective, the emergence of a safeguarding dystopia in child online protection that has emerged from a tension
between an over-reliance in technical solutions and a lack of understanding around code and algorithm capabilities.
The text argues that a safeguarding dystopia results in docile children, rather than safe ones, and that we should stop
seeing technology as the sole solution to online safeguarding. The reader will, through reading this book, gain a
deeper understanding of the current policy arena in online safeguarding, what causes children to beocme upset
online, and the doomed nature of safeguarding solutions. The book also features a detailed analysis of issues
surrounding content filtering, access monitoring, surveillance, image recognition, and tracking. This book is aimed
at legal practitioners, law students, and those interested in child safeguarding and technology.
Learning Management System Technologies and Software Solutions for Online Teaching: Tools and Applications
Oct 03 2022 "This book gives a general coverage of learning management systems followed by a comparative
analysis of the particular LMS products, review of technologies supporting different aspect of educational process,
and, the best practices and methodologies for LMS-supported course delivery"--Provided by publisher.

Student Plagiarism in an Online World: Problems and Solutions Aug 01 2022 Twenty years ago, plagiarism was
seen as an isolated misdemeanor, restricted to a small group of students. Today it is widely recognized as a
ubiquitous, systemic issue, compounded by the accessibility of content in the virtual environment. Student
Plagiarism in an Online World: Problems & Solutions describes the legal and ethical issues surrounding plagiarism,
the tools and techniques available to combat the spreading of this problem, and real-life situational examples to
further the understanding of the scholars, practitioners, educators, and instructional designers who will find this book
an invaluable resource.
Online Coaching Aug 09 2020 This book gives an insight into virtual as well as multimedia possibilities for
professional applications, scientifically based concepts, competence development and ethical guidelines. Case
studies are used to illustrate the multimedia-based, virtual implementation of systemic solution-oriented support
processes. The interweaving of virtual coaching with training modules takes into account the latest trends in
continuing education. For this, provider platforms and tools must meet certain requirements to ensure safety and
professionalism.
God-Online Sep 29 2019
Algorithms and Solutions Based on Computer Technology May 06 2020 This book is a collection of papers
compiled from the conference "Algorithms and Computer-Based Solutions" held on June 8-9, 2021 at Peter the
Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University (SPbPU), St. Petersburg, Russia. The authors of the book are leading
scientists from Russia, Germany, Netherlands, Greece, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Portugal, and Poland. The reader finds
in the book information from experts on the most interesting trends in digitalization - issues of development and
implementation of algorithms, IT and digital solutions for various areas of economy and science, prospects for
supercomputers and exo-intelligent platforms; applied computer technologies in digital production, healthcare and
biomedical systems, digital medicine, logistics and management; digital technologies for visualization and
prototyping of physical objects. The book helps the reader to increase his or her expertise in the field of computer
technologies discussed
Oxford Handbook of Online Intermediary Liability Jun 06 2020 This book provides a comprehensive, authoritative,
and state-of-the-art discussion of fundamental legal issues in intermediary liability online, while also describing
advancement in intermediary liability theory and identifying recent policy trends.
SEL at a Distance: Supporting Students Online (Social and Emotional Learning Solutions) May 30 2022 How to
foster social and emotional learning, even when teaching remotely. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic posed
multiple dilemmas for educators; the most immediate one, when schools closed their physical doors, was how to
switch nimbly from classroom instruction to emergency remote teaching. But educators also face a related, ongoing
challenge: how to meet the social and emotional needs of their learners when separated by distance, whether in the
middle of a traumatic event or on an unremarkable day of schooling. In this essential volume of the SEL Solutions
Series, online learning expert Stephanie Louise Moore shows how teachers can seamlessly integrate effective SEL
practices into their online instruction, beginning with the all-important creation of a social learning community.
Strategies and resources are provided throughout to help with every step, including: understanding the individual
needs of diverse distanced learners; developing students’ navigational and focusing skills in the digital learning
environment; increasing the level of interaction in online lessons; building in flexibility and choice; and assessing
learning in a remote context.
Online Harassment Jul 20 2021 Online Harassment is one of the most serious problems in social media. To address
it requires understanding the forms harassment takes, how it impacts the targets, who harasses, and how technology
that stands between users and social media can stop harassers and protect users. The field of Human-Computer
Interaction provides a unique set of tools to address this challenge. This book brings together experts in theory,
socio-technical systems, network analysis, text analysis, and machine learning to present a broad set of analyses and
applications that improve our understanding of the harassment problem and how to address it. This book tackles the
problem of harassment by addressing it in three major domains. First, chapters explore how harassment manifests,
including extensive analysis of the Gamer Gate incident, stylistic features of different types of harassment, how
gender differences affect misogynistic harassment. Then, we look at the results of harassment, including how it
drives people offline and the impacts it has on targets. Finally, we address techniques for mitigating harassment,
both through automated detection and filtering and interface options that users control. Together, many branches of
HCI come together to provide a comprehensive look at the phenomenon of online harassment and to advance the
field toward effective human-oriented solutions.
Microsoft Office 365 Nov 11 2020 A practical, hands-on tutorial that shows small businesses to enterprises how to
implement and migrate to Exchange Online in Office 365. If you are an information technology (IT) professional;
administrator, small business owner, manager or consultant who needs to implement and migrate to Exchange
Online in Office 365 within your business, then this book is for you. Knowledge of Microsoft Office 365 is not
required, however, experience with Microsoft Exchange Server and mail clients, role and delegation concept is
required.

Student Participation in Online Discussions Oct 11 2020 The increasingly prevalent use of online- or blendedlearning in schools universities has resulted in asynchronous online discussion forum becoming an increasingly
common means to facilitate dialogue between instructors and students, as well as students and students beyond the
boundaries of their physical classrooms. This proposed academic book contributes to the literature on asynchronous
online discussions in the following three main ways: First, it reviews previous research studies in order to identify
the factors leading to limited student contribution. Limited student contribution is defined as students making few or
no postings, students exhibiting surface-level thinking or students demonstrating low-level knowledge construction
in online discussions. It then identifies the various empirically-based guidelines to address the factors. Second, three
potential guideline dilemmas that educators may encounter: (a) use of grades, (b) use of number of posting
guideline, and (c) instructor-facilitation are introduced. These are guidelines where previous empirical research
shows mixed results when they are implemented. Acknowledging the dilemmas is essential for educators and
researchers to make informed decisions about the discussion guidelines they are considering implementing. Third,
nine exploratory case studies related to student-facilitation and audio-based discussion are reported on and
examined. Using students as facilitators may be an alternative solution to educators who wish to avoid the instructorfacilitation guideline dilemma. Using audio discussion would be useful for participants with poor typing skills or
those who prefer talking to typing. The proposed book is distinctive in comparison to current competitor titles
because all the findings and guidelines are empirically-based. Furthermore, the nine expanded case studies provided
specifically address the issue of student/peer facilitation and audio-based discussion. Student/peer facilitation and
audio discussion are two areas that hitherto received comparatively lesser attention compared to instructor
facilitation and text-based discussion. ?
Building the Modern Workplace with SharePoint Online Apr 28 2022 Build a digital workplace solution from
scratch using SharePoint Online, Teams, and the Power Platform. The book will help you implement all the modern
capabilities of the SharePoint Framework, Teams, and Power Platform into a SharePoint Online solution. You will
begin your journey with a short overview of the basics of SharePoint Online. You will then work through a case
study with a solutions approach to implement various business requirements using SharePoint Online. Further, you
will learn how to provision sites using PnP and build SharePoint forms using out-of-the-box forms. The next section
covers Power Apps and Power Automate, followed by a discussion on SharePoint Framework where you will learn
to customize SharePoint Online sites using SPFx. Moving forward you will go through configuration and
customization of PnP modern search. Wrapping up, you will integrate Microsoft Teams, MS Graph, and Power
Virtual Agents with SharePoint Online. After reading Building the Modern Workplace with SharePoint Online you
will be able to build SharePoint Online sites according to your business requirements and integrate SharePoint
Online with other services for a modern workplace experience. What You Will Learn Build modern workplace
solutions using SharePoint Online out-of-the-box features Use Power App forms, SPFx web parts, SPFx extensions,
and modern search Create Power Automate workflows Develop Teams solutions and chatbots Use Microsoft Graph
and PnP JS with SharePoint Customize search capabilities Who This Book Is ForAll SharePoint developers and
power users.
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